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Cupressus Macrocarpa (Large Cone 
Cypress) syn. Callitropsis Macrocarpa

First known to Europeans in 
1786 when discovered by La 
Perouse

Seeds sent globally by 1838 by 
A.B. Lambert

Taxonomy described by Hartweg 
in 1846



  

10,000

Historically, range extended 
along the coast of California 
into Mexico and  inland much 
further

Rising sea level and 
geological uplift reduced 
range

Early settlers propagated them 
along the coast as windbreaks

They have been propagated 
globally



  

Range in height up to 160 
ft.

Seldom more than 50 ft. 
naturally

Scale-like leaves, tightly 
clustered cones, 140 seeds 
per cone

Moderately serotinous cones

200-300 years old  



  

The dense branches are opposing to 
wildlife

 Summer fog condenses on the branches 
and falls to the roots

The fallen wood is widely used by rodents 
(Ex. Woodrat)

Dead trees are attractive nesting and 
perching sites  



  

The most closely associated life are Lace Lichen 
and the algae Trentopholia which gives some 
trees a characteristic orange color due to the 
pigment beta-carotene

The lichen is often used by birds as nesting 
materials

Either may harm the tree if it blocks 
photosynthesis



  



  
Point Lobos



  

Native Americans made 
extensive use of the site

Monterey Cypress was used 
as a medicine for 
Rheumatism

Point Lobos was also the 
site of Whaling, Cannery, 
Dairy, and Coal operations

When coal was no longer 
profitable, Point Lobos was 
subdivided and a town was 
planned

Most of the land was 
eventully aquired by A.M. 
Allan

Allan limited use of the 
property and the Allan 
family made it possible for 
the state to purchase and 
preserve it, dedicating the 
15 acre Allan Memorial 
Grove



  



  



  



  Del Monte Hotel and 17-mile Drive



  

Del Monte forest prevented from development by Southern 
Pacific Railroad

The railroad acquired the property to develop the Del 
Monte Hotel and preserved the trees as an attraction for 
guest

Guest were told myths that the trees were remnants of 
ancient civilizations under the dunes from either Syria 
or Japan and that they were thousands of years old

The forest around the trees was lavishly landscaped, 
including a maze grown from Monterey Cypress grown as 
hedges

Trees were given names (Ostrich Trees, Wizard Trees, The 
Wrestler, Witch Tree) and marked spots along 17 mile 
drive where different attraction were present

The “Lone Cypress” is the most well known and is now 
trademarked by the Pebble Beach Company 



  



  



  
Landscapers “augmented” the Cypress with 
additional, usually non-native vegetation



  

Because few trees can tolerate the coastal zone, 
Monterey Cypress was widely propagated globally

In San Francisco were planted to stabilize the dunes 
in Golden Gate Park and the Presidio

Several of these trees are near the end of their 
lifespan and our being removed

Reforestation efforts are underway in both Golden Gate 
Park and the Presidio

Fewer Cypress due to public safety concerns



  



  

Coryneum cardinalis
 Cypress Canker

Kills all mature trees

First discovered in the 1920s 
and thought to be insect 
activity

Tress in hot, dry climates are 
particularly susceptible to it

It is thought that salty air 
and cool temperatures suppress 
it

The state undertook a massive 
eradication campaign to remove 
susceptible and infected trees 

All trees within 10 miles of 
the groves were removed



  

Ecological Lessons

Art can encourage preservation

Find ways of working with the public 
to restore habitat dynamics

It is important to preserve the whole 
ecosystem


